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Creating the Future
of Medicine Today
By Brian de Francesca, Founder and CEO, Ver2

For most of our
history, humans
connected and
collaborated by
meeting around the
campfire or later in
the coffee house

T

he greatest advances in the overall
health of the public occurred during
the Victorian era with the provision
of clean drinking water and reliable
sewage systems. These advances were
realised by establishing potable water and
sewage disposal networks. Connecting
people, places and things via pipes, canals,
drains and sewers. This connecting proved
to be exponentially effective in improving
our health in the past, much more so than
elixirs and scalpels.
For most of our history, humans connected
and collaborated by meeting around the
campfire or later in the coffee house. Our “e”
or electrical connectedness began in 1830
when Samuel Morris and friends invented
the telegraph, and this connectedness at a
distance was soon upgraded to voice in 1876
with the advent of the telephone – these
were all point-to-point communications
allowing one person, to communicate with
one other person at a time – with the obvious,
though limited benefit of allowing two people
to communicate at a distance. The main
limitation was that telephones were sold in
sets – and you could only talk with the one
other person who held the other end of your
telephone set. However, within a handful of
years a crafty, though little known, Hungarian

gentleman named Theodore Puskás came up
with the idea of the telephone switchboard
which effectively allowed all telephones to be
connected with all other telephones.
This “switching ability” gave birth to
the telecommunications industry and our
ability to “e-collaborate” at a distance with
multiple “others” at a time. Today, these
now “intelligent” automated connecting
switchboards are invisible to us, but their
spirit is at the very heart and soul of the all
telecommunications - eHealth and Big Data.
Today, we are seeing a new expanded
wave of connecting that will surpass all of
healthcare’s advances to-date. This era of
intelligent connectedness is about more
than “Big Data” and if thoughtfully and
intentionally understood, appreciated and
embraced, will allow for better than “World
Class Healthcare.”

Why is “Networked Connectedness”
Powerful?
One person, thinking, deciding and acting in
isolation is limited by who they are, what they
know and the information they have readily
available to them. While there is certainly
a need and value for us to think, create and
work independently, the ability for groups
of people to connect and collaborate has w
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proven to be incredibly valuable. Much has
been written under the label “Collaborative
Intelligence.” James Surowiecki’s The Wisdom
of Crowds explains how a group can very often
be “smarter” than any one of its individual
members. Two or more persons, who are
continually able to share information with
each and everyone else as well, will have an
exponential effect. In a collaborative network
it is not only one-to-one, or one-to-many,
but many-to-many that are connected and
working together. This collaboration benefits
from the phenomenon known as the ‘The
Network Effect’ where with the addition of
each new node, agent or user, the value of the
overall network increases. The whole is truly
greater than the sum of its parts. The diversity
of experience, knowledge and perception can
result in a collaborating collective with greater
value and power than what each would
have achieved independently. Simply put,
collaborative intelligent networking creates
exponential value and capability.
But there is much more. The excitement
is not only about the value of connecting
people (that is old news), but also what is
now being connected. While there is obvious
power in “collaborative networking;” there
are three new factors (non-human) that are
making a great thing, even better.
Today, we are not only connecting people
within these powerful collaborative networks,
but also very powerful computers, massive
shared storage and sensors everywhere,
including inside of our bodies. And, this is
changing everything. While before it was mainly
humans on phones, or sending messages via
email; now we are sharing memory, augmented
by powerful processing computers that are
receiving data from millions, then billions of
connected sensors that are cheaply connected all
of the time, everywhere.
We are multiplying and extending
the reach of our human senses via the
deployment of millions, soon billions,
of sensors that make up a large part of
the popular Internet of Things. Plus, our
thinking now has a powerful partner, with
the advent of massive parallel processing
computers that do not replace humans, but
augment our data processing ability and
finally, we have a never ending supply of
cloud based storage that allows everyone
(and everything) to have access to all
knowledge and data, all of the time. These
three important advances, when added to
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the exponential value of our collaborative
connectedness is nothing short of magical.
When you combine collaborative networking,
with shared memory, powerful computer
thinking and continually data gathering
sensors everywhere – there are benefits
to every aspect of medicine from medical
research, education and across the entire
continuum of care.

The New Kids on the Block: Sensors,
Processors and Memory
Sensors: Where is data born? And more
importantly, where will it be flooding from in
the future?
Data is captured via sensors. Humans
have senses. Our eyes are the marginally high
definition cameras that allow images and
text into our brain, our ears feed in sound,
our skin – haptic sensations and our olfactory
senses, a variety of odours and scents.
These sensors feed data into our brain just
as electronic devices feed data to computers
and collaborative networks.
Data can come from many places: sensors
attached to patients, nurses typing into
keyboards, the output from diagnostic devices
and more. The global market size for medical
sensors alone is already greater than US$10bn
and growing rapidly. This is not medical
equipment or devices – but small sensors, that
are getting smaller, better, faster and cheaper.
Soon, the sensors will be inside of you – it is
really only a matter of time. They will be small
enough to be injected, float around inside of
you and powered by your own body motion
and chemistry. Sensors will provide a torrent of
data into this collaborative network. As data is
generated by these sensors, it then sits quietly
in “buckets” we call memory banks.
Processors: By processors we mean “thinking
machines” like IBM Watson and others.
Processing is the conversion of raw data into
useful information. We do this processing in
our heads and in our computers. The “thinking”
part of the computer on your desk, in your lap
or in your phone is called the processor.
For years there was talk of the possibility
of a computer beating a chess Grand Master
– and that finally happened in 1996 when
IBM’s Deep Blue beat chess Grand Master
Garry Kasparov. Mr. Kasparov then went on to
discover that while a computer could in fact
beat a human – the combination of a computer
and a human was better than a computer

alone. This gave birth to Advance Chess or
Centaur Chess as it is called. Doctors are smart
– many doctors in coordinated combination, are
smarter. Computers are smart. Many doctors
augmented by computers with access to
shared memory – are the smartest of all – and
getting more so every day.
There is a scene in the movie The
Imagination Game, where Alan Turing is
asked “do you think that computers will
ever be able to think as good as humans.”
His response was that “computers will think
as computers.” There are some tasks best
suited for human minds and some that are
better performed by synthetic processors and
storage devices.
There are certain things that a human
brain does much better than any piece of
technology – such as solving a crossword
puzzle or playing the game “Go,” while there
are other tasks where computer-brains
(processors) are better than a humans - a
good example is the Minwa supercomputer,
which can sort a million images into a
thousand predefined categories with an error
rate less than humans. Minwa is able to scan
the massive ImageNet picture database and
sort the images into the correct category
– telling the difference between different
breeds of dog, for instance – with an error
rate of just 4.58%. For comparison, the
typical human gets around 5%. And of
course, it will only get better from here.
Today when we speak of connecting
minds we are no longer only talking about
connecting human brains – but human brains
that are augmented by synthetic brains like
Minwa, Watson and others - that are all fed
tremendous amounts of real time data from
sensors and that have access to all of the
world’s knowledge and medical information.
These massively parallel processing computers
are now available, from the cloud on a pay-asyou-need-them basis. They are not replacing
human thinking, but complimenting it.
In healthcare, we are only seeing the
beginning of augmented thinking for
medical decision support, medical analysis,
diagnosis, information retrieval and more.
We are starting to use thinking computers
to analyse and process mountains of noisy
data, generate and retrieve relevant health
information, using the network of millions
of doctors and medical technologies cheaply,
quickly everywhere. Online resources like
‘UpToDate’ provide doctors access to the
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latest medical research and practice standards, helping to drive
evidence-based practice in even the most remote regions.
Memory: Human brains have extraordinary capabilities; however, there
are limitations as well. There may be limits in what information our
brains can hold, but more importantly, our memory retrieval is not as
accurate as we like to believe it is. It is difficult to share our “memory
bank” with many other people at the same time, and when we die –
we take our memory with us. Thus, as a shared storage device, human
brain is suboptimal.
Today, we have almost endless amounts of cheap cloud-based
storage space that is very quickly accessible from almost any place
on the Earth. Every bit and byte of data and information, instantly
available – always – to you and your friendly powerful computer brain
friends. And you really do need the assistance of your binary buddies
– because today we are generating more data in one day, than was
generated in total from the beginning of time until the year 2000.
That is at least 5.0 billion gigabytes each and every day – and this will
continue to increase. This 5 Exabyte worth of data was created by less
than half of the world’s population – who are gradually coming online.
The population is growing, more people are coming online and there are
increasingly more ways to generate data from more sensors, things,
imaging and more. And the data tsunami will only pick up from here.
A repository of data and information does not “think” it holds vast
amounts of possibly valuable material. The challenge is to access stored
information that we need, when we need it and to also be able to
understand this information. But it is not possible for humans to effectively
sort-through and utilise this much information. We need many powerful
processors and massive shared storage devices for this herculean task. This
is why we rely on machines, information and computer technology as a
mandatory step to move forward.

There is a scene in the recent
movie The Imagination
Game, where Alan Turing
is asked “do you think
that computers will ever
be able to think as good
as humans.” His response
was that “computers will
think as computers.” There
are some tasks best suited
for human minds and some
that are better performed
by synthetic processors and
storage devices

Connecting Minds: Intelligently Pulling it all Together
Connecting people in collaborative networks is powerful. Adding to billions of
sensors, thinking machines and massive memory that is shared by everyone
and everything is even more powerful. For a definition of “Connecting Minds”
to keep in your pocket – I offer the following, with each of the following words
being intentionally selected: “Facilitating collaborative information transfer
between networked people, things and data in an intentional and intelligent
manner, so that the total value created is exponentially greater than the
sum of the individual parts; this allows us to do more, better, faster, less
expensively, everywhere and all of the time, for more people.”
According to healthcare futurist Jeff Goldsmith, “Simply connecting
people, things and data is not enough. Something must assist in framing
and processing an ocean of knowledge and stuff that hasn’t become
‘knowledge’ as yet. It all must be connected in a functional, organised,
intelligent manner.”
What does “intelligently” mean? It is not as simple as just “plugging
everything together” there needs to be some central nexus, thoughtful,
rules based, routing and organising function to make it all work together
and minimise the clutter, junk and mistakes.
There needs to be a digital ghost in the machine.
However, all of this will fall flat if we try to connect all of our
currently messed up systems.
Connecting minds is not only about the use of technology. It is about
changing and optimising processes- incorporating w
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technology in our systems to change what we
do, how we do it, where we do it and who does
it. Simply buying technology without changing
processes will result in wasteful disaster.
Some Western examples to keep us sober and
sombre - The UK NHS failed the “Connected
for Health” programme and wasted up to
20 Billion Pounds. The Americans dropped
US$35 Billion into HITECH with little to
show for it. We must become big on process
management before being so big on data. So,
while connectedness, sensors, processors and
memory in combination are great, we must
become much more process literate.
The connecting of minds is the
tremendous value to be found at the heart of
the digitalisation of medicine.

best left right where they are. One example
of what to leave behind is medical errors.
Medical errors are the third leading cause
of death in America. So we must “take the
best and leave the rest” with thoughtful
intention, and not just blindly cut and paste
the Western healthcare models.
Additionally, while much of the thought,
and many of the tools, related to the
digitalisation of medicine and the connecting
of minds have originated in the West, they are
constrained and constricted by the inability
of implementing these valuable solutions at
home. While this may sound absurd, it is a
reality in Western healthcare. They are stuck
with intractable systems, people lacking vision
and creativity, and leaders with significant

Connecting Minds, as defined above, can
positively affect how and where hospitals are
built, how healthcare systems are staffed,
who are taught to be caregivers and how they
are taught – where, when and how long that
will take and cost. The definition of a doctor
will change. There will be fewer “doctors”
and many more caregivers everywhere. There
will be fewer inpatient beds per capita as
prevention; day-surgery and chronic disease
management are managed “differently”
via better-distributed care models. These
changes will not happen overnight, just as we
did not all start doing most of our shopping,
banking and virtual socialising overnight.
But, it is undeniably in process and will not
go backwards to an insulated, analogue

What’s Next?

self-interest to maintain the increasingly more
dangerous, expensive, and inaccessible status
quo. Albert Einstein could have been referring
to Western healthcare leaders when he said,
“We cannot solve our problems with the same
thinking we used when we created them.”
We are fortunate in this region to not have
those limiting encumbrances. Our lack of
antiquated inbred healthcare systems is not
a weakness but strength to build upon. While
many may see the thin, lesser-developed
regional healthcare systems as a problem,
I see it as a great opportunity to create
something not only as good as but better
than the failing Western healthcare model.
And this not only applies to care delivery but
medical research and education as well.

world. It will alter career paths, affect facility
development master plans, and make medical
education more effective and accessible. This
is the just tip of the iceberg.
There were those who said that we
would never give our credit card information
over the Internet, or risk buying things
online from people we do not know. They
were wrong. It is not “if” all of these
sensors, and people, and storage systems
and thinking computers will be connected or
not – but to what degree this will happen,
how and when – and which countries will
lead the way. To get the most out of it, it
must be planned for strategically. This is
the future of better healthcare – and it is
happening all around us right now. AH

So what does this mean for healthcare in
the Middle East? It means that this region
can embrace the immense power found in
Connecting Minds and use it to leapfrog
Western Healthcare.
Why do I firmly hold this belief for the
potential of this region? Many of us working
in healthcare in this region received our
education in the West and many also worked
for some time in Western healthcare. There
is a general tendency to consider much
“Western Healthcare” as “World Class”
healthcare to be emulated. While there are
certainly many best practices and inspiring
examples of excellence worth replicating,
there are also a host of negatives that are
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